
A Performance to Benefit 

For 59 years, the Teenage Drama Workshop (TADW) at Cal State Northridge has provided unparalleled opportunities in the 
theatre for students in middle and high school.  This 6-week summer program is much more than a day camp for kids who enjoy 
acting.  It is a theatre conservatory that, while producing professional quality productions, also instills in all the participants a 
sense of personal worth and belonging while teaching the importance of teamwork and the value of every member of the team. 

The arts address universal hopes and needs. When a teenager is able to explore her/his identity in the safety of such a nurturing 
environment, it literally changes her/his life.  It happens every summer.   This is the legacy that TADW is committed to preserving. 

Help us provide this opportunity to as many deserving teens as possible!

Your tax-deductible donation will help us provide scholarships to under-privileged youth in the Greater Los Angeles area.  We 
work to admit every student that wants to attend regardless of their financial status. 

Contact Teenage Drama Workshop 
at (818) 677-5811 or email us at 
tadw@csun.edu • www.csun.edu/tadw
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Theatre

      24 Hours 
with Mary Lynn Rajskub

Saturday, June 25th
8 PM • Nordhoff Hall’s Little Theatre

18111 Nordhoff Street • Northridge, CA 91330
Parking available in Lot B-1 / $6 at kiosk

In the show Mary Lynn (best known as Chloe from Fox’s hit TV series “24”) talks about getting 
knocked up by a hunky stranger, becoming the good wife and mother, blowing all her cash, and 
taking the bizarre advice to invest in miniature horses to save her marriage.

“It’s a comedic dive into my personal life and the nature or lack of 
communication that happens in marriage and family. I wrestle with how to 
keep my marriage together while being seduced into sensual encounters with 
an emotionally and spiritually available yoga instructor. I learn more about 
intimacy from a virtual stranger in a healing session than I do at home but 
come to realize that learning how to be a good mother and a wife takes more 
than yoga advice, it means taking responsibility for my own behaviour”

the premiere of her one-woman show
(for audiences 18 years of age and older)
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